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Victoria the goose was despondent. She laid a
clutch of eggs twice and each time a snake ate
all the eggs before they had a chance to hatch.
Even so, Victoria would continue to sit on the
empty nest. Katelyn, showing Victoria great
empathy, placed two duck eggs under her that
hatched soon after! Victoria and partner
Richard have been very protective and loving
towards their little adoptive ducklings!
However, they do seem a bit confused about
the “goslings” strange way of quacking – but
they are accepting their little ones just as they
are.

Volunteer Spotlight
The Lehmbergs Through the Years

The Lehmberg’s (Melissa, Opie, and their two children Kade and Maggie) visited
the farm and met Pat the very first day they came to the island five and a half
years ago. A few months later they were living on Daufuskie. Volunteering at the
farm soon became a fabric of their lives. I recently had the pleasure of interviewing
Melissa about her experiences here at the farm and what a treasure trove of
memories she and her family have built!

My first sighting of Melissa at the farm was of her with a shovel in her hand
standing in the middle of the duck pond knee high in excrement. This is a woman
who is not afraid of hard work and does what needs to be done! When I asked her
what drives her, she answered it was her love of animals and her desire to give
them the quality of life she believes they deserve. “Ducks need a pond to swim in so if digging a pond, scooping out the excrement, replenishing the sides with
cinderblocks is what they need - well, then that’s what I’ll do.”
In fact, Melissa is heading off tonight to trim Simon’s nails. (Simon is the farm’s
extremely large somewhat ornery pig who reigns supreme in his private sty). Opie,
her husband will do the heavy lifting (something he is always up for – helping
whenever/wherever it is needed). Now, Simon may not appreciate Melissa’s
efforts, rewarding her only with squeals of protest, but Melissa knows that Simon’s
quality of life will be improved with those nails trimmed. She knows he can walk,
run and strut better even if he doesn’t agree that the trimming is called for.
Melissa has been responsible for a myriad of tasks at the farm. Opening and
closing duties, milking, feeding, tagging chickens, maintaining schedules for the
veterinary needs of the animals, determining feed needs, picking up the feed and
distributing, processing animals … the list goes on and on. Mostly she does what
we dream volunteers will do – she sees what needs to be fixed or done and she
does it. Again, this is a woman who is not afraid of hard work and is willing to get
in the trenches (or even dig the trenches!).
The impact of volunteering at the farm reaches deep into this family. Kade, (now
14 years old) sees farming as his future. His goals include a degree in agriculture
and applying for an internship at the prestigious Polyface Farms. Maggie helps
whenever asked and is a charming tour guide for visitors to the farm as well as an
animal lover and animal advocate like her mother.
I asked Melissa what she felt the biggest need the farm has, and she replied that
the community needs to understand that Pat will not be here forever and can’t do
it all. She also suggested that volunteers are needed to provide tours for the farm
and encourages anyone to step up and volunteer for this fun and rewarding task.

She advocates that perhaps young people who can’t yet take on some of the other
chores of the farm would (like Maggie) be charming and passionate tour guides.
And finally, I asked Melissa what her favorite Pat story is and like most people who
know Pat she had several stories right on the tip of her tongue to share. First
came, “Did you know Pat is electrical? Yes, it is true. Pat attracts electricity.
Lampposts have been known to flicker when she walks by and electronics go on
and off around her constantly.” Melissa then shared … “Oh, I love this story. Once
Pat got this huge spider bite on her foot. Because she’s Pat she didn’t use
antibiotics or any medications – she just slathered it with honey and then a little
aloe and it healed right up.” And finally, Melissa said, “No, no, this is my favorite
Pat story. Pat’s health was declining at a rapid rate less than two years ago. She
was taking 17-hour naps and on an abundance of medications. Everyone was in a
panic worried about her. Pat, entering her eighth decade, decided she was going
to forego the pharmaceuticals and start a plant-based diet. While most of us as we
get older become averse to change, Pat embraced this new way of life. She
dropped a ton of weight, lowered her blood pressure, and regained her vibrant
energy. After about a year her doctor (who hadn’t heard from her and noticed she
wasn’t refilling prescriptions) called her to make sure she hadn’t keeled over. Pat
responded by saying ‘No, I’m better than ever – no thanks to today’s standard of
care with western medicine!’ The doctor wanted to see for himself this new “Pat”
so he came to Daufuskie for a visit. While he was here, he took notes on this plantbased diet. Two weeks later he called Pat and informed her that he and his wife
where embarking on a Vegan cruise (before the pandemic!). The cruise showcased
and promoted this very same diet. Now Melissa imagines the lives that this doctor
has impacted because of Pat. Pat not only changed her own life, but the lives of
her doctor and his wife and his own patients. Melissa proudly, and with love, said,
“Only Pat could do that.”

Interview by Vanessa Bramlett

As we
expand our
offerings of
food on the
farm,
volunteers
are skilled to
be island
abattoirs
“meating”
the needs of
a growing
demand.

Notes from a town meeting in Milford, Connecticut, 1640.

Voted, that the earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof; voted,
that the earth is given to the Saints; voted, that we are the Saints.
~from Weather by Jenny Offill

Schedule a guided
tour to get your
fill of all this
cuteness! And
enjoy touring our
productive-selfsustaining farm!
We welcome and

encourage tour
visitors to take
with them the
skills to grow, or
to get to know
your local farmers
so that you too
can eat fresh and
healthy food.

